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ABSTRACT
Online services collect an increasing amount of data about their users. Privacy policies are currently the only common way to inform users about the kinds of data collected, stored and processed by online services. Previous work showed that users do not read and understand privacy policies, due to their length, difficult language, and often non-prominent location. Embedding privacy-relevant information directly in the context of use could help users understand the privacy implications of using online services. We implemented Contextual Privacy Policies (CPPs) as a browser extension and provide it to the community to make privacy information accessible for end-users. We evaluated CPPs through a one-week deployment and in situ questionnaires as well as pre- and post-study interviews. We found that CPPs were well received by participants. The analysis revealed that provided information should be as compact as possible, be adjusted to user groups and enable users to take action.
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CCS Concepts
•Security and privacy → Human and societal aspects of security and privacy; •Human-centered computing → Web-based interaction; Human computer interaction (HCI);

INTRODUCTION
Most modern online services collect data about users accessing them for various purposes, such as personalization of advertisements or content. In recent years, this created increasing concerns as the collected data can also be used for malicious actions [13, 27, 37]. Not understanding the way data is used can lead to loss of the users’ trust [23] and in the case of online businesses, also to financial losses [69]. Privacy policies are the most common method to communicate information about data practices. They consist of a text which describes the accessed data and how it is processed. This is referred to as the principle of notice and choice [44, 70] or notice and consent [7]. Most users are concerned about their online privacy [67], however, they do not read privacy policies and often do not understand them [47]. Reasons for not reading privacy policies are their length, the difficult legal language in which they are written, and their location, which is often not very prominent [42, 40, 47, 22]. It can be concluded that privacy policies, when they are presented as they are today, do not fulfill the purpose of informing the users.

One way to make privacy-related information accessible is displaying relevant information directly in the context of use [35, 22, 58]. This can decrease the amount of information which has to be displayed and avoids hiding information behind an inconspicuous link. A first assessment of Contextual Privacy Policies (CPPs) using a mockup of an online service suggests that users might prefer the contextual presentation of privacy information compared to the presentation as continuous text [49]. Unfortunately, CPPs are not available for current online services. Online services could implement them on their websites but this is unlikely as users’ privacy awareness does not directly increase their revenue. CPPs could also be integrated into web browsers, but this is challenging as it requires determining the context where information should be displayed and provide the information that should be displayed to users. Thus, CPPs might seem beneficial but we do not know how to implement them, if they are accepted by users, and if they actually help users understand privacy implications of their online behavior.

In this paper, we present the implementation and in situ evaluation of CPPs over one week. We implemented the CPPs as a browser extension for the most common web browsers. Similar to ad-blockers, the extension can be configured for different websites to show privacy information within the con-
text the information is relevant. We exemplarily implemented CPPs for some of the most frequently used online services, such as Google.com, Facebook.com, and Amazon.com. Using the developed browser extension, we collected qualitative and quantitative data. We identified four main themes and provide design recommendations for the implementation of CPPs. Our results suggest that privacy policies should – most importantly – be provided within the users’ context of use. They should be presented in compact and readable ways, potentially using visual metaphors, and be adaptable to different user groups. Users should get actionable advice for changing their behavior. They should not be overloaded by repeatedly showing the same information. We provide the extensions’ source code to the research and open source community to enable future research and development¹.

RELATED WORK
A simple categorization of privacy distinguishes privacy of the personal sphere, which refers to the right to be left alone and information privacy, from privacy of personal data, which refers to control over one’s personal data [53]. This work focuses on the second kind, enabling users to be in control of their personal data. Privacy awareness in this context means that a user has an accurate understanding of how, by whom, and to what extent their personal data is processed [53]. Today, privacy policies are virtually the only way to communicate privacy information. They consist of a text which is supposed to inform the users about the data that is collected, what happens with it, and their choices. This approach of providing privacy information and asking users for confirmation is called the principle of notice and choice [44, 70] or notice and consent [7].

While notice and choice is necessary, it is not sufficient in its current textual form [62, 14, 18]. Users do not understand privacy policies the way they are currently implemented, so they do not fulfill their aim of informing [56]. Several reasons for this are given in the literature. One is simply the length of the texts [42]. It takes a long time to read them, but users usually do not take that time. Obar found that the average time for reading privacy policies is 73 seconds [47], which is not enough to read and comprehend them. The difficulty of the legal language in which they are written is another reason for users’ struggle to understand privacy policies [40]. Their wording is suitable for fulfilling legal requirements, but not for informing users. Proctor et al. found that even college students have poor comprehension of privacy policies’ content [54]. This contributes to the generally abstract nature of privacy policies in their current state. It is hard for users to connect the general information given in privacy policies to their current context of use. This is aggravated when different websites, such as Google and Youtube [16], share the same privacy policy. Based on an analysis of privacy policies, Jensen and Potts conclude that significant changes need to be made to meet regulatory and usability requirements [29].

The users’ understanding of data practices is important because online consumers’ trust is influenced by a feeling of security concerning private data [23]. When information on privacy is displayed clearly and concisely to users, it can become a relevant factor for decision making [64]. Some users might even be willing to pay more for offered products if their privacy is protected [64]. It should thus be desirable for companies and users alike to have understandable and accessible privacy policies. The increasing adoption of privacy by design [34, 15], user-tailored privacy by design [66] or previously proposed design guidelines [52, 59] can help assure privacy awareness. Unfortunately, it seems as if the commercial value of data makes companies refrain from embracing previous research. Therefore, previous work developed tools to supplement privacy policies and increase privacy awareness. Cranor et al. developed a user interface [19] for the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) [55] which allowed websites to specify which data they collect and how the data is used. Unfortunately, P3P was suspended in 2006 as it received insufficient support from browser implementers and was not adopted by popular online services. In an iterative process, Kelley et al. developed what the authors call “Nutrition Labels” for privacy which visualize privacy policies in a compact tabular format [32, 33]. Tsai et al. developed Privacy Finder, a prototypical shopping search engine which clearly displays privacy policy information [64]. Results from a controlled experiment suggest that participants would prefer to purchase from online retailers who better protect their privacy. However, previous tools often require the user to state their preferences on privacy first [20, 64], which can pose an initial hurdle to their adoption and in the case of the privacy notices, it is not clear where and when they would be shown to users [32]. Furthermore, the service that wants to access information is the most important factor for users to decide if they want to provide data [51] which makes automated negotiation challenging.

Many problems of privacy policies as they are currently used could be avoided by displaying privacy information immediately when they become relevant [50] and directly in the user’s current context of use [22, 58, 35]. It reduces the amount of text necessary to be displayed at once. Information is more accessible and concrete, because it is connected with a context. It has been shown that presenting only relevant information from privacy policies can make users more privacy-aware [8]. This is in line with Nissenbaum’s theory of contextual integrity, which views context as essential to determine whether a specific action is a violation of privacy [45]. The principle of contextuality has also been applied to some extent in practice. Current versions of iOS [48] and Android [21] follow the paradigm of ask-on-first-use. However, this process still lacks contextuality, as the same permission may be required in different contexts of use, but only the first one is known to the users [65]. Furthermore, it was shown that users need support to engage with application permissions and to make choices which are good for their privacy [4]. Therefore, Feth proposed CPPs which show brief snippets of privacy information in the user’s context of use [22]. Ortloff et al. evaluated CPPs by integrating them into a mockup of a social media website. The results suggest that users prefer the contextual presentation of privacy information compared to the representation as continuous text [49].

¹https://github.com/MaxiKillian/CPP-browser-extension
Overall, a substantial body of work shows that the current presentation of privacy policies is not suitable to provide users with an accurate understanding of data practices. Industry provides very limited support or even prohibits efforts, such as privacy by design [34, 15], user-tailored privacy by design [66] or P3P [55], that increase users’ understanding of data practices. Proposed alternative approaches to textual notice, like visceral notice [11], would also require industry support to be implemented. This may be the reason why previous attempts to provide better ways to communicate privacy policies have not been realized for popular online services. Previous work, such as interfaces for P3P [19], the “Nutrition Labels” for privacy by Kelley et al. [32], the Privacy Finder [64], or CPPs [22], could only be evaluated by showing participants mockups of actual online services. Unfortunately, as highlighted by the privacy paradox, this limits the validity of the results as users’ intentions and actions concerning privacy do not always match [46, 17]. In conclusion, we do not know how to successfully implement better communication strategies for privacy policies without the support by the online services themselves. We also do not know how previous proposals, such as CPPs, are adopted by users after longer periods of time and when used for natural browsing.

SYSTEM
We developed a browser extension to provide privacy policies in the users’ context of use, similar to browser-based blocking extensions that prevent online tracking [38]. Instead of blocking parts of online services, the extension embeds contextual privacy-related information in websites. Considering the dimensions as discussed by Schaub et al. [59], CPPs are just in time notices and can be compared to location permissions on smartphones, even though they do not provide control over blocking. In the following, we provide an overview of the extension’s implementation and the currently supported websites.

Implementation of In Situ CPPs
Current web browsers provide an (almost) unified API [41] for in situ placement of context-sensitive content on existing websites. Using stylesheets and the execution of runtime code these extensions allow consistent rendering of content even on web pages with different designs or layouts. As websites differ in their structure, it is important to choose an adequate anchor to place the aggregated policies into the corresponding context. As there is currently no systematic approach to crawl through legal terms and to render them in an automated way, we developed a system presuming two kinds of manually maintained data: (1) A context-sensitive anchor for CPP placement on website and (2) aggregated and easy to read information extracted from the websites’ privacy policy. Both requirements were implemented using a predefined “white list” of websites.

The main functionality of our system is displaying privacy-related information to raise privacy awareness in the context of use. Specific situations on visited websites trigger a CPP container in a simple and unified style close to the context. An outlined container with an icon as a title is used to communicate that the CPP belongs to the website and the current context but is provided by the extension. Thereby, the content is easily distinguishable from the design of the surrounding website. The provided information includes a short summary of the websites’ privacy policies (data collected and purpose) in a readable way and directly related to the current context of use (see Table 1). We present the information using a simple language and bullet-point lists. We iteratively refined the design with three people, which were different from those in the main study, who used the CPPs for multiple days, before providing feedback, which we incorporated.

Three examples of websites using in situ CPPs are shown in Figure 1. The system was developed using the browser extension API for Firefox, Chrome, and Edge, Opera, Safari, and Internet Explorer were not supported as they either do not share the same extension API [43]. could help generate policies for more platforms and potentially place them. Unfortunately, reliable procedures are currently not available. Thus, the plug-in contains an option to manually provide feedback by clicking on the icon of the extension in the browser toolbar. We also used this form (see Figure 2) to collect feedback during our system evaluation.

Supported Websites
We integrated seven commonly used websites into the extension. On these websites, CPPs are shown to users in their relevant context. We selected the websites from the most visited websites in Germany [3], to ensure that they would receive traffic from our participants during the study. However, some websites were excluded for different reasons. Websites with pornographic content, such as Livejasmin.com and Xhamster.com, were excluded because participants in our study might find it embarrassing that the researchers conducting the study know they visited these sites. Second, Russian websites, namely Mail.ru, Vk.com, and Yandex.ru, were excluded as they can only be used with knowledge of the Russian language. We excluded Instagram because the main privacy related functionality of Instagram, sharing photos and videos, is not available from a normal browser, but only from the designated apps [26]. Wikipedia was also excluded because its privacy policy did not yield scenarios in which displaying CPPs would be useful. The remaining web pages were Amazon, Facebook, eBay, eBay Kleinanzeigen (a service similar to eBay Classifieds in the United States and Gumtree in the United Kingdom), Google, Twitter, and YouTube. An overview of the implemented CPP scenarios is shown in Table 1.

The privacy policies of the seven websites were manually assessed for situations in which information from the privacy policy is relevant. Two authors read the PPs of the chosen websites separately and highlighted passages with concrete examples of collecting and using user data. We compared them, e.g. by their ability to fit into a triggered situation, and the final scenarios were selected together. We chose the triggers based on educated guesses, as to when a specific section of
the privacy policy becomes relevant, e.g. location information in Google is displayed at the bottom of the result page, so we displayed a CPP when the user scrolled there. A total of 16 scenarios were extracted from the privacy policies. They consist of privacy information and a corresponding trigger to display the information.

METHOD
To learn how CPPs are adopted by users after longer periods of time and when used for natural browsing, we conducted an in situ study with 15 participants. The study took one week per participant. During this week, participants were asked to use their computer as usual. We used a mixed-method approach by combining in situ questionnaires, qualitative interviews, and recordings of log data.

Measures
We used a range of qualitative and quantitative measures to develop an understanding of participants’ interaction with and opinion about CPPs. At the start and the end of the study, we assessed participants’ general privacy awareness using the 7-point Likert item proposed by Schaub et al. [61]. We also asked them to rate how comfortable they are with how the 7 websites for which the CPPs were implemented, handle their data.

Each time a CPP was displayed, we recorded a timestamp as well as the site and which CPP was triggered. After a CPP was displayed, we asked participants to fill out a short questionnaire. The questionnaire asked for benefits of the provided privacy information, if and how this will affect their behavior, as well as to rate the relevance of the information. We ensured that the questionnaire does not appear more than once per hour to avoid fatigue effects. Participants could also provide feedback at any time by clicking extension’s icon in the browser toolbar (see Figure 2).

At the end of the study, we showed images of all situations in which a CPP could have appeared, alongside with a short explanation of the action which triggers the appearance of the CPP. We asked participants to rate the relevance for their privacy, whether and how this information would influence their behavior, and for further feedback regarding the CPPs in this situation. We also conducted semi-structured interviews which took about one hour per participant.

Procedure
At the start of the study, we met with the participants to explain the purpose and the procedure of the study. We asked them for informed consent and to fill out the questionnaire about privacy awareness. We helped them install the CPP extension on their personal computers. In addition, participants received a short introduction to the CPP system and were reminded to use their computers as usual, but keeping the extension active and answering questions when prompted. Afterward, the participants used the CPP extension for one week while completing the questionnaires when prompted by the extension.

After one week, we invited participants back to our lab to collect usage data and feedback on the CPPs through a semi-structured interview. We administered the questionnaire about privacy awareness once more, to measure changes in the participants’ privacy awareness due to the usage of the system. Finally, we thanked the participants and compensated them with course credits or sweets.

Participants
The study took place in Germany with participants, who were fluent German speakers, as the information in the CPPs was provided in German. The participants were recruited through our university’s online forums and snowball sampling starting with the authors’ acquaintances. Participants were required to use their personal computer, as well as a browser, regularly and have Chrome, Firefox or Edge as their preferred browser.

The browser extension was installed on 20 participants’ personal computers in Spring 2019 and remained on the computers for at least 7 days. We chose this duration based on previous work with similar study designs [71, 36, 39, 4]. Five participants were excluded from the final analysis, for different reasons. Three persons did not use their browser often enough and were shown less than 5 CPPs throughout the study. One person accidentally deleted the data recorded by the extension when using a virus scanner and another person canceled the appointment for the final interview. Of the 15 remaining participants, 7 were female and 8 male. Their ages ranged from 19 to 38 (M = 25.0, SD = 4.96). 13 participants were
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Action Trigger</th>
<th>Data Collected</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amazon</td>
<td>Typing into the product search field</td>
<td>• Your purchase history&lt;br&gt;• The exact order of the viewed/searched products&lt;br&gt;• Date and time&lt;br&gt;• The location of your computer</td>
<td>• Personalize recommendations for products and services (advertising)&lt;br&gt;• Determine your preferences (advertising)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Purchasing a product (checkout)</td>
<td>• Information about your credit history</td>
<td>• Using scoring methods to ensure your solvency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eBay</td>
<td>Clicking on the login with Facebook-button</td>
<td>• Facebook automatically gives access to personally identifiable information, such as content you've viewed or liked, information about the ads you've been shown or you've clicked on, and more.</td>
<td>• So that Facebook advertising can be better personalized to you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eBay Kleinanzeigen</td>
<td>Typing in product search field</td>
<td>• Your browsing history data&lt;br&gt;• Your location&lt;br&gt;• How often and when you visit ebay.(de</td>
<td>com)&lt;br&gt;• Everything you generate: clicks on articles, articles on the watchlist, articles in the shopping cart, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>Typing into the new post field</td>
<td>• Among other things, the content that you post.</td>
<td>• Share data with other companies in the Facebook group, such as Instagram, WhatsApp, and Oculus&lt;br&gt;• Personalize advertising&lt;br&gt;• Re-use, modify, translate, or copy them&lt;br&gt;• Show or display them publicly&lt;br&gt;• Create derivative works</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Uploading pictures, videos, or files</td>
<td>• Meta information about uploaded files, such as the location of a photo and the date the file was created</td>
<td>• Share data with other companies in the Facebook group, such as Instagram, WhatsApp, and Oculus&lt;br&gt;• Use for personalizing content&lt;br&gt;• Use for personalized advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Being on the event section or on a single event an signing up</td>
<td>• Location-related information: &lt;br&gt;• Your current location if access is allowed&lt;br&gt;• Your place of residence&lt;br&gt;• Places you like to visit&lt;br&gt;• Companies/people in your area</td>
<td>• Personalize advertisement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Typing in the search field on the Google start page</td>
<td>• IP Address&lt;br&gt;• System Activity&lt;br&gt;• Crash Reports&lt;br&gt;• Date&lt;br&gt;• Time&lt;br&gt;• Referer Request URL</td>
<td>• Personalize content&lt;br&gt;• Publicly share information that does not identify a single person with content owners, publishers or developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Typing a search query into Google search field</td>
<td>• Your search queries&lt;br&gt;• Third-party sites using Google services, including a Google Captcha for example&lt;br&gt;• Location-specific data collected by various methods such as GPS&lt;br&gt;• Your IP address&lt;br&gt;• Sensors on the device (motion sensors on mobile phones)&lt;br&gt;• Information near the device like Wi-Fi access points, mobile towers or Bluetooth equipment&lt;br&gt;• Information about viewing advertising&lt;br&gt;• Information about interaction with advertising&lt;br&gt;• Purchases that you make</td>
<td>• Match content to you&lt;br&gt;• Publicly share information that does not identify a single person with content owners, publishers or developers&lt;br&gt;For personalization like an adaption of content and advertisement to you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Seeing a Google Ad</td>
<td>• Information about viewing advertising&lt;br&gt;• Information about interaction with advertising&lt;br&gt;• Purchases that you make</td>
<td>• Personalize advertisement&lt;br&gt;• Publicly share information that does not lead to the personal identification of an individual, such as rights owners, publishers or developers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scrolling to the bottom of the Google results page</td>
<td>Location-specific data collected by various methods such as GPS&lt;br&gt;• Your IP address&lt;br&gt;• Sensors on the device (motion sensors on mobile phones)&lt;br&gt;• Information near the device like Wi-Fi access points, mobile towers or Bluetooth equipment</td>
<td>For personalization like an adaption of content and advertisement to you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>Being on a Twitter page</td>
<td>Individual personal information like&lt;br&gt;• The type of device you use&lt;br&gt;• Your IP address</td>
<td>• Personalize content such as displayed tweets&lt;br&gt;• Match ads to you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Typing something into the new post field</td>
<td>• The content of your tweet</td>
<td>• Publish your tweet (in the default settings, the tweet is completely public and the entire internet has access to it)&lt;br&gt;• Show you more relevant content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youtube</td>
<td>Playing a video</td>
<td>Information about activities you do on the internet such as&lt;br&gt;• Videos you watch on YouTube&lt;br&gt;• Interaction with content such as likes/dislikes and comments</td>
<td>• Personalization of content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>YouTube ad appearing</td>
<td>• Information about viewing advertising&lt;br&gt;• Information about interaction with advertising&lt;br&gt;• Purchases that you do</td>
<td>• Personalize ads&lt;br&gt;• Publicly share information that does not identify an individual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. All CPP scenarios implemented with their action trigger and information about data collection and purpose for data collection.

students, one was employed as a software developer and another one as an editor. Eight participants used a computer with Microsoft Windows, five used MacOS and one participant used Linux. Seven participants used Mozilla’s Firefox and eight participants used Google Chrome.
We also transcribed the interviews in case of deviations from the in situ deployment. Braun and Clarke describe a series of phases which make up the process of thematic analysis [10]. We apply a realist approach [10], and capture and report the experience of our participants with the CPPs. The in situ questionnaires were already in text form. The interviews were transcribed using InqScribe\(^2\). Dialect was resolved to standard language, except in some cases, when it was hard to find an equivalent. Interjections, such as “ähm”, were left out in most cases, except when omitting them would make the transcript harder to understand. Some nonverbal utterances, such as laughter, sighs, and pauses were transcribed as well. We also transcribed the interviewer in case of deviations from the protocol.

To generate the initial codes [10], two interviews from the sample were randomly selected. The two interviews were separately coded by two authors using the RQDA Package [57] and the freely available software R. Following this process of open coding, the coded interviews were compared and differences in coding were resolved through discussion. The codebooks were merged and the refined codebook was used to code the remaining interviews. We wrote the codes on slips of paper to find themes in the data and formed categories of related codes. During this process, we repeatedly reviewed the themes by looking at the extracts of coded data and comparing them to extracts from other themes. We identified relationships and connections between themes and gave each theme a representative name. During this process, two codes (miscellaneous and feedback_on_study) were excluded from further analysis, because they did not add value to our analysis.

The focus of this study was to gain explorative insights in CPP’s in situ usage, however to bestow credibility on our findings, we conducted an exploratory quantitative analysis using R. In this analysis, we considered p-values of below .05 to be significant. Because the data was not normally distributed, we utilized Wilcoxon signed-rank tests to compare the data of pre-

\(^2\)https://www.inqscribe.com/

and post-study levels of privacy concern. Additionally, we calculated descriptive statistics for usage data of the CPPs, and the relevance ratings of the CPP information given in different situations displayed to the participants during the post-study interviews.

**RESULTS**

Through the thematic analysis, we identified four main themes in the data, which are essential for understanding how participants perceived CPPs and the information that they contained. Examples of codes and quotes connected to these themes are shown in Table 2. Participants’ quotes have been translated from German into English. In our quantitative analysis, we highlight links to the results of the thematic analysis.

**Qualitative results**

We identified the four main themes: conceptions about data collection, handling of personal information, feedback on CPPs and considerations for future use of CPPs, see Table 2. The former of these two themes are both linked to the concept of handling of data, while the latter two themes both relate to the CPPs. Naturally, several aspects of the participants’ impressions are connected to more than one theme. This should be considered as inherent to the data because a single statement of a participant cannot be viewed as an isolated concept, as it is connected to this participant’s other utterances.

**Conceptions about Data Collection**

This theme consists of knowledge and opinions the participants had about what happens to the data they generate by using certain websites. Participants have different opinions about the data which is collected about them and how this data is used. In some cases open disapproval of the way data is handled by the websites was voiced, such as “that’s so bad that they always just want to tailor advertising to you.” (P11). In other cases, the participants were okay with it: “[...] that advertisements are matched to me that, [Pause] I don’t know, somehow you also benefit from it.” (P16). It became apparent that participants opinions on the severity of the collected information differ. These opinions are formed based on different aspects of information. In some cases, the participants focused on what is collected, “something like system activity, crash reports that’s none of their business. For what do they need that?” (P2). In other situations it is more important why data is collected, “as long as that is only being used to tailor advertisement to me, it’s okay for me that data is collected.” (P14).

There are several reasons why participants approved that data is collected. One is when they perceive it as the company’s right to get that data, e.g. because they are interacting with the company’s site, “yes, I use their website, I look at things, of course, they track it. [...] In my opinion, they are free to collect usage statistics so to speak, of their things.” (P2). Additionally, participants approved data collection, when they see a benefit for themselves: “Date and time can be helpful when searching for the right result. They support me.” (P3). In addition to these clear cut opinions, participants speculated about how the data collected by websites is used, imagining scenarios beyond the information given in the CPPs: “I think...
I would probably still change to a less data-hogging search engine when I googled” (P16). This mirrors the relationship between (P14). Finally, the lack of alternatives can be the reason why I don’t think, I would change my behavior. I use Google because I endorse the websites’ data handling practices, “in this context it makes sense to save these data” (P2), or at least they do not care about them, “My God, so what if they saw what I googled” (P16). This mirrors the relationship between the disapproval of data practices and behavioral changes. In other cases, there was simply a lack of knowledge on how to prevent data collection: “Because it works best for me. [...] There are no real alternatives.” (P5).

Handling of Personal Information
Participants exhibit different kinds of behavior in reaction to being exposed to information related to data practices. While the previous theme focused on participants’ opinions about privacy, this theme focuses on planned or performed actions. Efforts are made to avoid the collection of data, for example by using a different search engine which collects less data, “I would probably still change to a less data-hogging search engine” (P9), with some being even more concrete, “I plan to use DuckDuckGo” (P2). This intended behavioral change is due to the disapproval of data collection practices.

Conversely, the reasons why participants do not change or do not want to change their data-related behavior vary. Sometimes participants do not see a necessity to change their behavior, because they endorse the websites’ data handling practices, “in this context it makes sense to save these data” (P2), or at least they do not care about them, “My God, so what if they saw what I googled” (P16). This mirrors the relationship between the disapproval of data practices and behavioral changes. In other cases, there was simply a lack of knowledge on how to prevent data collection: “With the other things I don’t really know how I can prevent it.” (P11). Other participants weighed their options, but the ease, the comfort or other features of the web service they were currently using, outweighed their privacy concerns: “You won’t get around Amazon, because there are other criteria, like payment comfort or ordering being too convenient that you would look for something else.” (P14). Finally, the lack of alternatives can be the reason why participants keep on using web services, even though they do not completely agree with the way their data is handled, “no I don’t think, I would change my behavior. I use Google because it works best for me. [...] There are no real alternatives.” (P5).

Feedback on CPPs
Participants considered it beneficial to see the CPPs directly in their context of use, “That’s really well-positioned because it’s near the relevant place.” (P10). In contrast to current presentations of privacy policies, participants were also content with the brevity of the CPPs: “[...] it was good that it was very concise. And it was little to read through.” (P14). In general, participants were not disrupted much from their daily workflow, “it was pleasant. It wasn’t really disrupting or anything” (P2).

Participants also commented on the visual features of the CPPs. One participant specifically criticized the CPPs’ positioning on Amazon: “Because on Amazon, you first have to enter something into the search field, then this thing pops up. But you don’t really see it, because Amazon makes search sugges-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Subtheme</th>
<th>Example Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conceptions about data collection</td>
<td>Negative conception</td>
<td>“That this whole collection of data only serves to manipulate me that I buy more stuff and that’s against my interest of course.” [P10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral conception</td>
<td>“I think it can happen for example [...] that one’s image is reused, in some kind of advertisement for example.” [P10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Positive conception</td>
<td>“Date and time can be helpful when searching for the right result, they support me there.” [P2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling of personal information</td>
<td>Behavior change</td>
<td>“I plan on using DuckDuckGo.” [P2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No behavior change</td>
<td>“No I don’t think, I would change my behavior. I use Google, because it works best for me. Also You Tube. There are no real alternatives.” [P5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Current handling of data</td>
<td>“Because I already use an adblocker, I almost receive no advertisement at all.” [P20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback on text and CPPs</td>
<td>General feedback</td>
<td>“It was pleasant. It wasn’t really disturbing or anything.” [P2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback on text</td>
<td>“So, for me it is clear, what is meant by the referrer url. But not everyone knows that, it’s a bit too cryptic. I think, if it is planned for the masses... my mother doesn’t know what the referrer url is.” [P4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback on look</td>
<td>“Besides, the layout is very pretty, also the icon is pretty and the choice of color is fitting.” [P9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considerations for future use of CPPs</td>
<td>Novelty of information</td>
<td>“After I saw the same privacy notice at Google for the 7th time, it has only a limited value for me.” [P10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feature requests</td>
<td>“Maybe that you put the information into categories and mark them by color. Just like a traffic light.” [P3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Four themes identified by thematic analysis, with examples of associated codes and participants’ statements.
While the previous theme focused on concrete feedback on the presentation of possibilities for the interaction with privacy-related information. The interviews and the in situ questionnaire revealed that participants became less interested when the same information was provided repeatedly. The qualitative analysis suggests that the information presented through CPPs was perceived less useful or relevant over time, “after I saw the same privacy notice at Google for the 7th time, it has only a limited value for me” (P10). This was, however, only limitedly supported by our quantitative analysis which showed that the aggregated relevance remained almost constant on a high level.

Participants proposed multiple approaches to avoid overexposure with privacy-related information. One participant highlighted the novelty of information as a factor which contributes to the usefulness, “If it was adjusted a bit, I’d consider it a really useful tool. Especially when I visit sites, which I didn’t use before.” (P2). Most suggestions include methods to avoid showing information all the time but, for example, only once a week (P19) or with certain time intervals between the presentation (P11). Participants also proposed manual hiding, “I would do it like that that you see the information the first time you visit the website. And then maybe on the second day or after some time. And then maybe not at all. So that there is somehow a possibility to say, ‘Don’t show again!’” (P10).

Further suggestions include adjusting or customizing information for the person using the extension, “and it would be quite nice if it would adjust itself. I mean for example, if I disabled my location information that this information doesn’t appear every time.” (P2). As seen in the Handling of Personal Information theme, participants stated that they would indeed like to change their behavior, after being confronted with information on data practices of websites, but they do not know how to do so. To overcome this, participants suggested integrating tips or advice on how data collection can be limited, “I would like it, if there were tips on how to prevent this. That the location is tracked for example. Or that, when browser history is being tracked that there is a tip on how to prevent it.” (P11). A further suggestion to augment the content of CPPs was connected to trust issues concerning the information given in the CPPs: “If there would have been citations from the privacy policies... So that it is proven.” (P10).

Participants also proposed approaches to make the CPPs even easier to understand, such as icons or colors, thus further reducing the amount of text: “Maybe that you use symbols. Because it’s always text. For example that you do it with icons, so that you have a quick overview of what is being collected.” (P3). This participant also suggested using a color system similar to traffic lights: “Maybe that you put the information into categories and mark them by color. Just like a traffic light. [...] So that you capture it faster and don’t always have to read the whole thing.”

It was also emphasized that the CPPs’ usefulness increases the more sites are supported: “I would definitely prefer it to work on every site.” (P7) With more sites being supported and accessible through CPPs, it becomes possible to further support users in making informed decisions and choices, e.g. by directly comparing websites by their privacy policies: “it would be handy if there was a way to compare them.” (P19).

**Quantitative results**

To augment our findings from the qualitative analysis, we first examined the usage data collected through the extension. The number of CPPs displayed to participants ranged between 11 and 332 ($M = 80.7, SD = 86.5$). Users saw CPPs on all websites we implemented them for, except Twitter. Even though some of the participants were Twitter users, they did not use their laptop or computer to access the site during the duration of the study. However, the frequency of CPPs displayed on websites differed by a large margin. On four of the websites (Facebook, Amazon, eBay and eBay Kleinanzeigen) they were each displayed 30 times or less, while on Google and YouTube, CPPs appeared more than 400 times. This shows clearly that these two websites received the most traffic from our participants.

A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was conducted to examine whether privacy concern differs before and after being exposed to CPPs. There was no significant difference in privacy concern before ($M = 4.00, SD = 1.31$) and after the study ($M = 4.27, SD = 1.16$), $V = 21, p = .28$. When examining
the data by participant, we found changes in both directions. For 2 participants, the exposure to CPPs made them less concerned about privacy, while 6 became more concerned. Quantitatively, the privacy concern of 7 participants did not change during the week. Means (not illustrated) show a slight trend that having seen more CPPs during the week makes it more likely for a change in privacy concern to occur. In general, the exposure to CPPs may have an effect on individual privacy concerns, but this effect differed from one participant to another. This is further supported by the qualitative data, where even though the reasons for approval or disapproval of data collection were similar across participants, their application to specific situations differed.

We also examined the perceived relevance of the information given in the CPPs. This was measured for each of the 16 different situations presented to the participants during the post-study interview, as well as in the in situ questionnaires collected during their interaction with the prototype. We explored measures of spread and central tendency for different variables.

Comparing the relevance between the different sites, the difference between the ratings is small, with relevance ratings ranging from 4.23 for Twitter to 5.55 for Google ($M = 5.12, SD = 0.46$). Taking the unique situations into account ($M = 5.18, SD = 0.53$), larger average differences arise, with the minimum average relevance being 3.87 for the CPP displayed when writing a tweet on Twitter and the maximum average relevance 5.93 for typing a query on the Google start page. The largest difference between average relevance becomes apparent when comparing the participants’ individual ratings which range from 2.94 to 7.00 ($M = 5.18, SD = 1.07$). We conclude that the relevance of CPP-related information is highly subjective and depends more on the individual than on the site or the exact information, which is supported by our qualitative data.

Finally, we examined how participants’ relevance ratings of the CPPs developed over time. In the interviews, participants often mentioned the usefulness of the information declining, depending on how often they had already seen it. However, when aggregating data by calculating an average rating on each day after the beginning of the study the means (not illustrated) do not indicate a clear tendency. As not every participant filled out a diary on every day of the study, and average relevance ratings differed substantially for the different participants, the aggregated data may not allow visualizing the complete trend. We found several instances in the data, where a specific CPP was repeatedly shown to a participant and relevance ratings decreased over time. However, often only two or three repeated measurements of the same CPP for the same participant were available, and so the trend is not quite as obvious.

**DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS**

In general, the CPPs received positive feedback from the participants who used them in their natural environment. They especially appreciated the CPPs’ concise nature and clear structure. While some participants commented on the repeated exposure to CPPs, the aggregated rated relevance remained almost constant throughout the study.

Participants provided a large number of constructive comments to further improve the CPPs’ implementation. They appreciated the condensed presentation in lists of bullet points. Other visualization techniques, such as the traffic light metaphor proposed by P3, have also been discussed and evaluated in a nutritional context [6]. This ties in with the work of Kelley et al. [32], whose privacy labels were also designed similarly to nutrition labels. Participants provided suggestions to reduce habituation effects that could occur when users are frequently exposed to the same CPPs. Future work could compare these approaches to find the best combination to keep the user aware, but not overwhelmed with privacy information. There was also feedback on how the phrasing of the CPPs could be improved.

While participants generally appreciated the current length and granularity of the CPPs, users who are especially concerned for their privacy might want to receive further details that could be provided through links to more detailed information. Furthermore, it might be necessary to adapt the use of technical terms to the needs of the person using the extension.

The results could be limited by the study’s duration, the limited effects on behavior change, the recruited sample, and the information provided by the browser extension. The participants experienced CPPs in situ, during their normal browsing, but only for one week. Nonetheless, we assume that results are transferable beyond one week as the aggregated relevance ratings remained almost stable throughout the study. Furthermore, participants could also imagine continuing to use CPPs after finishing the study and provided important directions for further improvement. Participants expressed the intent to change their behavior but only a few implemented the change. Thus, the results could still be affected by the privacy paradox [46]. Participants may act differently than their stated intentions. At least, we found anecdotal evidence of participants who changed their online behavior during or after study. P20 reported changing the behavior during the study in the post-study interview by switching the search engine, and P1 reported a behavior change after the study. More specifically, P1 started to use a dedicated browser just for eBay. Furthermore, CPPs are not designed to necessarily change users’ behavior but to increase their understanding of websites’ data practices.

We recruited a specific sample, which mainly consisted of participants with a technical background. They might have more background knowledge about online privacy and might also be more interested in it. As technically adept users are more likely to be early adopters of new technology and more likely to install a browser plugin, we considered this group a good target group for the study. As even these users had problems deciding how they could change their behavior to influence the collection of their data, we assume that less technical users are even more in need of advice on how to take action. Additionally, previous work in the domain of usable privacy suggests that students and older adults do not differ enough to generally assume that findings based on sampling from a student population are not generalizable [63]. Finally, the extension provided specific information for 16 scenarios. As stated by participants, CPPs for more websites should be provided in the future. While we derived the information and
the relevant context from websites privacy policies, the provided information could be inaccurate. We believe that the number of scenarios and potentially inaccurate information are not necessarily limitations. CPPs do not aim to replace traditional privacy policies, but even augmenting most websites with CPPs will require significant effort. The study shows that supporting some websites already is beneficial, which is encouraging. There will always be CPPs which are inaccurate just as ad-blockers will never block all ads and occasionally block content. We assume that providing inaccurate information will encourage companies to contribute CPPs for the extension.

**DESIGN SUGGESTIONS**
The analysis allows us to derive a number of implications that are important for the further development of CPPs and similar systems.

**Novelty is important for the relevance of privacy policies.** The analysis revealed that participants perceived the privacy information less relevant when they had already seen it often. This trend can be found in the quantitative data and more prominently in the statements in the post-study interviews. As also discussed by Anderson et al., attention towards privacy policies can diminish through frequent exposure [5]. Therefore, developers have to find ways to overcome this challenge. Future implementations should enable users to select showing CPPs only the first time they are relevant or when they change. Furthermore, it should be possible to disable CPPs for selected sites and to only show them on request.

**CPPs should be quickly and easily comprehensible.** While participants stated that they liked the presentation through bullet points, they also suggested approaches that do not always require reading to understand the core of the information. Suggestions included incorporating a color system as it is used in traffic lights, where red stands for very sensitive data, yellow for somewhat sensitive data and green for not sensitive data. Participants also suggested using icons for conveying information. Developers should take this into account and use icons or color schemes to make the information easier to comprehend for certain user groups.

**The used phrasing should be adjustable to the user.** The qualitative feedback clearly shows that not only the amount of information but also how the information is conveyed depends on the person reading it. As phrased by Schaub et al., there should be different notices for different audiences [59]. While some users who are especially concerned about privacy want extensive details provided, e.g., through a link to a detailed explanation, some users appreciate the current length of the CPPs. The use of technical terms also needs to be adaptable to different user groups. Developers could include a setting to make it possible to adjust the phrasing to the users’ needs. Different texts could be implemented similar to adapting software to different languages.

**Users should be supported in changing their behavior.** Several participants stated that they were quite shocked about the kinds and amount of data being collected and wanted to change their behavior. Nevertheless, they often did not know how to accomplish the change, because they did not know about other web pages or how to adjust their settings. In line with the context-adaptive privacy model proposed by Schaub et al., CPPs have to go beyond providing awareness to also enable users to make decisions and stay in control [60]. Consequently, CPPs should explain to users how to configure the online services they use and should also provide alternative services on request.

**CPPs should be adaptable to users’ concerns.** Some participants saw it as a fair price to pay with their data for an otherwise free service. It was even considered beneficial by some to receive tailored recommendations due to the collected data. This is similar to previous work [72, 31]. In other cases participants did not see an alternative or enjoyed the comfort the service is offering too much, to be wanting to switch to a different service. While for some participants information about their location was most privacy relevant, other participants enjoyed the comfort of a web page automatically adjusting to their current location. Developers should, therefore, enable incorporating users’ preferences when implementing color schemes or icons representing different privacy levels.

**CONCLUSION**
In this paper, we presented contextual privacy policies that embed privacy policies directly in the context where they are relevant. We implemented CPPs as a browser extension and exemplarily integrated support for 7 commonly used websites and 16 scenarios. In an in situ study, participants used the extension for one week. Through qualitative analysis we derived four themes that are either linked to handling of data or CPPs. The analysis revealed that participants prefer CPPs over regular privacy policies. They highlighted CPPs’ shortness, clear structure, and their comprehensibility. Participants also provided suggestions for further improvement which we synthesized to five design recommendation. We release the CPP browser extension as open-source to foster future research and development.

Our system relies on the manual integration of privacy notices. This is surprisingly similar to other privacy-related extensions. Ad- and tracking-blockers also partially rely on manual integration of new ad-services or tracking approaches. Nonetheless, future work should continue looking into semi-automated [73, 68] and automated approaches [25] to make CPPs available for more websites. Future work should also investigate how to support devices which raise even more privacy challenges. Mobile devices have limited screen space to provide privacy-related information [24], IoT devices might not have screens [72, 28], and pervasive environments extend beyond a single device [12, 30, 59]. CPPs might already be helpful for users who are visually impaired due to the much shorter and more comprehensible presentation. Supporting additional devices and modalities could also benefit users with special needs who are especially vulnerable when it comes to privacy [1, 2]. Finally, we focused on the individual’s privacy. In a networked world, communicating privacy implications becomes even more challenging and novel communication strategies must be the focus of future work [9].
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